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ABSTRACT: Nanoscaled zerovalent iron (ZVI) encapsulated in
carbon spheres (nano-Fe0@CS) were prepared via a hydrothermal
carbonization method, using glucose and iron(III) nitrate as
precursors. The properties of the nano-Fe0@CS were investigated
by X-ray diffraction (XRD), thermogravimetric analysis-differential
scanning calorimetry (TGA-DSC), Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and nitrogen adsorp-
tion/desorption isotherms. Nano-Fe0@CS was demonstrated, for
the first time, as an effective material in activating Oxone
(peroxymonosulfate, PMS) for the oxidation of organic pollutants. It was found that the efficiency of nano-Fe0@CS was
higher than ZVI particles, iron ions, iron oxides, and a cobalt oxide. The mechanism of the high performance was discussed. The
structure of the nano-Fe0@CS not only leads to high efficiency in the activation of PMS, but also good stability. This study
extended the application of ZVI from reductive destruction of organics to oxidative degradation of organics by providing a green
material for environmental remediation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Iron is a low-cost, naturally abundant, and environmentally
friendly material that has been widely applied in remediation of
various contaminants in water1,2 or soil.3 There were extensive
studies of zerovalent iron (ZVI) for use in the decontamination
of halogenated organics,3,4 as well as applications as nitro
aromatic compounds,5 dyes,6 pesticides,7 nitrates,1 and heavy
metals.8,9 In these applications, ZVI was exclusively used as a
strong reductant, and relative reactions can be described as
shown below.1,5,10
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However, the reduction performance of ZVI fails to facilitate
the degradations of those organics that cannot directly receive
electrons, such as phenol.11,12 To overcome the barrier of
contaminant dependence, it is highly desirable to develop
oxidation reactions using ZVI.13

Compared to the extensive investigations of reactive
reduction, only a few oxidations of organic pollutants using
ZVI have been conducted. The oxidation was generally initiated
by the reactivity of ZVI with dissolved oxygen,13,14 hydrogen

peroxide,15−17 or persulfate.18−22 The former two oxidations
proceed in the following mechanism.14
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The activation of persulfate (peroxydisulfate, PDS) for
oxidation of organic pollutants can be obtained via the
following reactions:19,21,22
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To the best of our knowledge, there is no study using ZVI to
activate peroxymonosulfate (PMS, commercially known as
Oxone; 2KHSO5·KHSO4·K2SO4), although a ferrous PMS
system has been reported.23

Recently, it was found that nanoscale ZVI can show a higher
activity in reduction reactions, when compared to conventional
microscale ZVI particles.1,4,10 Nanoscaled Fe0 generally offers
high surface-area-to-volume ratios, high specific surface area,
and high surface reactivity. But it favors strong aggregation into
microscale particles, because of high surface energy and
intrinsic magnetic interaction.24 Thus, many materials have
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been employed as supports for nano-Fe0 for a better Fe
distribution, including polystyrene resin,25 alumina,26 benton-
ite,27 kaolinite,28 zeolite,29 carbon black,30 activated carbon,31

carbon nanotubes,32 and carbon spheres.33 Most of supported
Fe0 was prepared by a liquid-phase reduction method using
borohydride salt.25−29,31,32 However, the N2 atmosphere,
vacuum operation, high cost of borohydride, and the
production of large volume of hydrogen make such a process
complex and cost-intensive. Furthermore, without calcination,
the mechanical stability of nano-Fe0 on supports would be an
additional issue that might influence the dispersion and
mechanical strength of ZVI. Hoch et al.30 reported that ZVI
nanoparticles could be prepared by the reduction of carbon
black, which was also used as a support material, under Ar flow
at a calcination of above 600 °C. In supported nano-Fe0,
nanoparticles are exposed on the surface of the supports.
Another concern of nano-Fe0 is the stability in air.23,30,34

Encapsulation of nano-Fe0 into porous carbon spheres was
suggested to be a promising way for enhancement of
transportation, suspension, and stability of nanoscaled ZVI
without significantly sacrificing activity.19,35

In this paper, we report a synthesis of nanoscaled Fe0 (ca. 10
nm) encapsulated in microscale carbon spheres (6−8 μm) via
an in situ formation from a glucose-induced hydrocarboniza-
tion, followed by a self-reduction. For the first time, we have
discovered the activation of PMS using nanoscaled ZVI for the
oxidation of phenol solutions. Supported cobalt/PMS were
extensively investigated in our previous studies,12,36−38 while
cobalt is recognized as a priority pollutant that may cause many
health issues.11 The proposed nano-ZVI/PMS system exhibits
superiority in the prevention of metal leaching.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Fabrication of Nano-Fe0@Microcarbon Spheres. The nano-

Fe0@CS materials were prepared via a green chemistry route without
using any toxic compounds. Scheme 1 shows the formation process of

the material. In a typical synthesis, 7.24 g of D-glucose (99.5%, Sigma)
and 4.62 g of iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate (98%, Sigma−Aldrich)
were dissolved in 80 mL of ultrapure water, and the mixture was then
stirred for 4 h. The mixed solution was then transferred into a Teflon-
lined autoclave (120 mL) and treated in an oven at 180 °C for 18 h.
After cooling to room temperature, the obtained black suspension was
filtered and washed by ethanol/water for three cycles. The precipitate
was dried in an oven at 80 °C, and the obtained sample was labeled as
Fex@CS-f. The dried sample was further annealed in N2 atmosphere in
a tubular furnace at 350, 550, or 750 °C for 2 h, and the samples were
denoted as Fex@CS-350, Fe0@CS-550, and Fe0@CS-750, respectively.
Unsupported nanoscaled Fe0 particles were prepared by reduction

of Fe3O4 nanopowder (<50 nm, Aldrich) under 10% H2 in Ar at 550
°C for 6 h. The obtained ZVI aggregated into 2−5 μm particles. The
prepared sample was marked as HR-Fe0. A commercial iron powder
(45−150 μm, Chem Supply), denoted as commercial Fe0, was used as
a reference material. Iron oxide (Fe2O3) and cobalt oxide (Co3O4)

were obtained via the thermal decomposition of iron(III) nitrate and
cobalt(II) nitrate, respectively.

Materials Characterization. The crystalline structure of samples
was analyzed by powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a Bruker D8-
Avance X-ray diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). The
iron content and thermal stability of Fex@CS and reference materials
were investigated using thermogravimetric analysis−differential
scanning calorimetry (TGA-DSC) in argon or air on a Mettler−
Toledo Stare system. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were
acquired from a Bruker instrument, using an ATR mode. Scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS),
and iron elemental mapping, performed on a Zeiss Neon 40EsB
FIBSEM, were used to evaluate the morphology, size, and texture
information of the samples. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
was applied, using a JEOL 2011 TEM instrument. The Brunauer−
Emmett−Teller (BET) surface area and pore size distribution were
evaluated by nitrogen sorption at −196 °C, using a Quantachrome
Autosorb AS-1 system. The samples were evaporated under vacuum at
200 °C for 4 h prior to the adsorption measurements.

Adsorption and Catalytic Oxidation. Oxidation of phenol
solutions using ZVI with sulfate radicals was performed in a 1-L
double-jacket reactor. The reaction temperature was maintained at 30
°C, using recycling water driven by a pump. In a typical run, 0.1 g of
material was added into 200 mL of 20 ppm phenol solution. After
stirring for 10 min, 0.4 g of Oxone was added into the mixed solution
to start the reaction. At a set time interval, 1 mL of solution was
withdrawn by a syringe and filtered through a Millipore film. The
filtered solution was then injected into a vial, which was filled with 0.5
mL of methanol as a quenching reagent. Unsupported ZVI reaction
was performed using an equivalent iron loading in Fe0@CS-550 at
0.115 g/L. Homogeneous iron/PMS system for phenol degradation
was carried out using Fe(II) or Fe(III) ion solutions. In recycled
experiments, used catalyst was collected by filtration, washed by water,
and dried at 80 °C in air for reuse.

Adsorption experiments were carried out in a manner similar to the
oxidation reactions, without the addition of oxidants and a quenching
reagent.

The concentration of phenol solution was analyzed by high-
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC, Varian) with a UV
detector set at λ = 270 nm. A C-18 column was used to separate the
organics while the mobile phase, with a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min, was
composed of 20% CH3CN and 80% water.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Characterization of Nano-Fe0@CS. Figure 1 shows X-ray

diffraction (XRD) patterns of three different samples
containing zerovalent iron, nano-Fe0@CS-550, HR-Fe0, and
commercial Fe0 particles. The latter two samples showed a pure
α-Fe with a body-centered cubic (bcc) crystalline structure,
with Fe(110) at 2θ = 44.7° and Fe(200) at 2θ = 64.9°. No

Scheme 1. Fabrication of Nano-Fe0@Microcarbon Spheres

Figure 1. XRD patterns of nano Fe0@CS-550, HR Fe0, and
commercial Fe0.
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peaks assigned to iron oxides were observed.39 The intensities
of the peaks on HR-Fe0 were much stronger than those of
commercial Fe0 particles. In the pattern of nano-Fe0@CS-550,
besides the peaks of Fe0, a peak at 26.3° was observed, which
was due to the (100) face of graphitic carbon.30 Another weak
peak at 35.6° was possibly due to the (311) face of Fe3O4.

30,39

XRD patterns of Fex@CS-f and Fex@CS-350 (see Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information) did not have peaks that could be
assigned to ZVI.
Figure 2 displays TGA profiles of Fex@CS-f and ZVI samples

in Ar or air. Figure 2A shows the phase transformation of iron

species and the desorption performance, under an argon
atmosphere, of the fresh sample of Fex@CS-f. Below 100 °C,
only adsorbed water or ethanol was removed. Above 100 °C,
three endothermic peaks were observed, at 167, 381, and 521
°C, respectively. The first peak arose from the transformation

of amorphous Fe(OH)3 to FeOOH,40 which was also indicated
by XRD results. Fex@CS-f and Fex@CS-350 did not show any
iron (oxide) peaks. The second endothermic peak at 381 °C
was attributed to the transformation of FeOOH (or Fe2O3) to
Fe3O4, and the peak at 521 °C was from the reduction of Fe3O4
to Fe0.41 Figure 2B shows the combustion performance of
Fex@CS-f. Exothermic peaks from 200 °C to 450 °C were from
the decomposition and combustion of organics and amorphous
carbon. Weight loss was determined to be stabilized at 15.0%
after 444 °C, indicating the complete combustion of carbon and
oxidation of iron with a final product of Fe2O3. The elemental
iron loading on Fex@CS-f was then calculated to be 10.5%. The
elemental iron loadings in Fex@CS-350, Fe0@CS-550, and
Fe0@CS-750 were determined based on their TGA profiles
(see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information) to be 14.2%,
22.9%, and 28.6%, respectively.
Figure 2C shows the weight changes of commercial Fe0

powders, HR-Fe0, and nano-Fe0@CS-550. Weight increases of
the first two samples were observed, indicating the oxidation of
ZVI to iron oxides. Weight increase on commercial Fe0 started
at 284.9 °C, while it started at 181.4 °C on HR-Fe0. It
suggested that the smaller size of ZVI is more easily oxidized in
air. It was interesting to see that the weight remained
unchanged on Fe0@CS until the temperature reached 296.2
°C, suggesting a better stability of Fe0 on Fe0@CS.
Figure 3 shows FTIR spectra of prepared iron@CS samples

annealed at different temperatures. The fresh sample of Fex@

CS-f without calcination presented many organic functional
groups. The band at 1685 cm−1 was attributed to CO
vibrations, and the peak of 1598 cm−1 was assigned to CC
vibrations. The band at 1019 cm−1 possibly arose from C−O
stretching vibration, 1309 cm−1 was from O−H bonding
vibration, and 1360 cm−1 indicated the presence of O−CO.
The band at 797 cm−1 was due to aromatic C−H out-of-plane
bending vibrations, while the band at 2998 cm−1 was from
stretching vibrations of aliphatic C−H. The band at 3329
corresponded to stretching vibrations of O−H. The results
suggested that dehydration and aromatization occurred during
the hydrothermal carbonization of glucose.42 Calcination at 350
°C significantly reduced the intensities of the bands, indicating
a further carbonization of the carbon spheres under N2
atmosphere. In the spectrum of Fex@CS-350, two new bands
at 877 and 743 cm−1 were observed, indicating the formation of

Figure 2. TGA profiles of Fex@CS-f under (A) argon and (B) air, and
(C) TGA comparison of three ZVI samples under air.

Figure 3. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of Fex@CS-f
(spectrum a), Fex@CS-350 (spectrum b), and Fe0@CS-550 (spectrum
c).
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FeOOH.43 Calcination at 550 °C under N2 would remove most
of the organic groups, while the band at 1598 cm−1 assigned to
CC vibrations was still clear.
Figure 4 shows SEM images of Fex@CS-f, Fex@CS-350,

Fe0@CS-550, and Fe0@CS-750. It was found that the prepared

iron−carbon composites showed a typical microspherical
morphology. It is noted that the size of the carbon sphere is
dramatically dependent on the synthesis conditions, such as
glucose concentration, temperature and hydrothermal time.42

In our study, a certain glucose concentration and hydrothermal
condition were applied, and uniform carbon nanospheres can
be obtained at the nanoscale level (see Figure S3 in the
Supporting Information). The addition of an iron precursor
significantly increased the size of carbon spheres, compared to
bare spheres.
As a catalyst, microscale particles would be beneficial to easy

separation. In this study, the size of the carbon sphere was ∼6−
8 μm. Besides the microspheres, some fine particles (50−200
nm) were found to attach to large spheres. Similar observation
was reported by Yu et al.44 In their study, FexOy was
encapsulated in carbon spheres ca. 6 μm in size. Individual
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis focusing
on large spheres (0.23 at.% Fe) and fine particles (0.32 at.% Fe)
(see Figures S4 and S5 in the Supporting Information) showed
similar iron atomic contents in Fe0@CS-550. The detected Fe
loading was much lower than that from TGA, indicating that
iron was encapsulated into carbon. It was also found that
calcination did not influence the spherical morphology.
However, high-resolution SEM (Figure S6 in the Supporting
Information) focusing on the surface of spheres showed that a
porous structure was developed during calcination.
Figure 5 shows TEM images of Fex@CS-f and Fe0@CS-550.

For analysis, the samples were thoroughly ground to crush the
large spheres into fine particles (Figure S7 in the Supporting
Information). It was seen that the large carbon spheres were
aggregated by many nanoscale carbon particles (50−200 nm).
The nanoscale carbon showed a core/shell-like structure, in
which the core of ZVI was ∼5−10 nm in diameter. Therefore,
the nanoscale ZVI was evenly distributed and encapsulated by
the spherelike carbon. The size of ZVI supported by
polystyrene resins was found to be 5−20 nm, whereas Fe
loadings were 4−14.5 wt %.25 The size of ZVI supported by

kaolinite was characterized to be 44.3 nm at a Fe loading of 20
wt %.28 In NaY zeolite supported ZVI, the size was determined
to be 50−100 nm at a Fe loading of 1.8 wt %.29 In ZVI
supported by activated carbon, at a Fe loading of 8.2 wt %, the
iron particles showed a needlelike morphology, with
dimensions of 30−500 nm × 1000−2000 nm.31 It was recalled
that, in this study, the Fe loading was 22.9 wt % in Fe0@CS-
550. At such a high Fe content, Fe0 was still confined to be a
very tiny size (5−10 nm). Compared to other supported ZVI,
which was distributed at the surface of supports, the formation
of smaller-sized Fe0 in our samples was attributed to the three-
dimensional (3D) distribution of in-situ-formed carbon
spheres. In the hydrothermal carbonization processes, a great
variety of glucose reactions would take place and result in a
complex mixture of organic compounds. At an increasing
temperature, some aromatic compounds and oligosaccharides
would form and then lead to a short single burst of nucleation.
The nuclei then grew up uniformly and isotropically by
diffusion of solutes toward the particle surfaces.42,45 Once iron
nitrate was introduced, the nuclei of FexOy would first appear.
Then, FexOy would act as the nuclei for the subsequent
formation of carbon spheres, because of the Coulombic
interaction with the surface functional groups on carbon
colloids. The produced FexOy-in-C nanorods would then be
self-assembled to FexOy@C spheres via further intermolecular
dehydration.35 Therefore, large spheres and a homogeneous
distribution of iron were fabricated.44

Figure 6 shows N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms of Fex@
CS-f and Fe0@CS-550 and pore size distributions. The specific
surface area (SBET) of Fe

x@CS-f was calculated to be 24.1 m2/g.
After calcination at 550 °C, the SBET value of Fe0@CS-550 was
significantly enhanced to be 414.4 m2/g. The specific surface
area was higher than that of ZVI supported by carbon black
(130 m2/g),30 and also higher than another ZVI supported by
carbon spheres (221 m2/g), which was activated at 1000 °C.33

Referring to the International Union of Pure Applied
Chemistry (IUPAC) classification, the adsorption isotherms
of the samples were type IV and exhibited a type H2 hysteresis
loop. A hysteresis loop at p/p0 = 0.4−0.9 was observed on
Fe0@CS-550, indicating the presence of a mesoporous
structure.46,47 The pore volumes of Fex@CS-f and Fe0@CS-
550 were 0.040 and 0.284 cm3/g, respectively. The size of their
pores was similar centered at 6−7 nm. The increased pore
volume and BET surface area after calcination were ascribed to
the desorption of organic substances and partial oxidation of
carbon by FexOy. The calcination would first desorb organic
compounds and surface groups from the in situ formation of
carbon spheres. Higher temperature led to the reduction
reactions of FexOy, and carbon around iron oxide was oxidized
to CO2. Such reactions might act as activation processes for
producing mesoporous pores in the carbon spheres. As

Figure 4. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of (a) Fex@
CS-f, (b) Fex@CS-350, (c) Fe0@CS-550, and (d) Fe0@CS-750.

Figure 5. TEM images of (a) Fex@CS-f and (b) Fe0@CS-550.
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previously mentioned, Figure S6 in the Supporting Information
confirms the formation of porous structures after calcination.
Adsorption and Activation Performance of Nano-

Fe0@CS. Figure 7 shows the adsorption performances of iron

(oxide)@CS, acquired from same procedure to oxidation
without the addition of Oxone. The samples of Fex@CS-f and
Fex@CS-350 only presented a minor adsorption of phenol,
giving 6% of phenol adsorption at 20 ppm in 60 min. The low
adsorption was due to the small SBET value and pore volume.
Calcination under N2 would lead to further carbonization of the
carbon spheres and desorption of the organic species, thereby
resulted in a larger specific surface area. The reduction between
iron oxide and carbon for the formation of ZVI would also

enlarge the pore volume of the carbon spheres. As a result,
Fe0@CS-550 showed a phenol adsorption of 21%, while Fe0@
CS-750 gave 30% phenol adsorption under the same
conditions.
Figure 8 shows the oxidation of phenol solutions using iron/

carbon annealed at different temperatures. Fex@CS-f was able

to degrade 34.8% of phenol at 60 min, while Fex@CS-350 only
removed 8.1% of phenol at the same time. As shown by TGA,
the iron species in Fex@CS-f was iron(III) hydroxide, then the
phenol oxidation was possibly due to the activation of PMS by
Fe(III). Calcination at 350 °C might convert iron(III)
hydroxide to be FeOOH or Fe2O3, resulting in a lower
degradation rate. When the calcination temperature reached
520 °C or above, iron oxides would be reduced by carbon to
ZVI. Therefore, Fe0@CS-550 and Fe0@CS-750 showed similar
activity in the degradation of phenol with PMS. Both samples
were able to completely decompose phenol in 15 min.
Figure 9 shows the performance of different ZVI materials in

the activation of PMS for phenol degradation. Without a ZVI
material, PMS was not able to degrade phenol by itself. At 90
min, the degradation efficiencies on commercial Fe0, HR-Fe0,
and Fe0@CS-550 were 15.8%, 54.6%, and 86.9%, respectively.
The results strongly suggested that nanoscale ZVI can provide a

Figure 6. (A) N2 adsorption/desorption isotherms of Fex@CS-f and
Fex@CS-550 and (B) their pore size distributions.

Figure 7. Adsorption of phenol on iron@CS at different calcination
temperatures. [Conditions: phenol amount, 20 ppm; temperature, 30
°C; catalyst flow rate, 0.5 g/L.]

Figure 8. Effect of calcination temperature on the activity of oxidation
of phenol with PMS. [Conditions: phenol amount, 20 ppm;
temperature, 30 °C; PMS flow rate, 2 g/L; catalyst flow rate, 0.5 g/L.]

Figure 9. Degradation of phenol using different ZVI materials with
PMS. [Conditions: phenol amount, 20 ppm; temperature, 25 °C; PMS
flow rate, 0.5 g/L; catalyst flow rates, 0.5 g/L of Fe0@CS-550, and
0.115 g/L of HR-Fe0 and commercial Fe0.]
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faster activity in the oxidation of phenol: the smaller the size,
the better the activity.
Figure 10 further compares the activities of various materials

in homogeneous or heterogeneous activation of PMS for the

oxidation of phenol. It was seen that iron oxides (Fe2O3 or
Fe3O4) could only show minor activity, providing a phenol
conversion of <10% after 90 min of reaction. In homogeneous
reaction, Fe(II) showed 25.3% phenol degradation after 90
min, while Fe(III) produced 51.1% phenol degradation.
Cobalt oxide (Co3O4) has been widely used to activate PMS,

and, so far, it has shown the best activity.11,12,37,48 In this study,
Co3O4 that was prepared via the thermal decomposition of
cobalt(II) nitrate was also tested and it produced 54.5% phenol
removal after 90 min, which was comparable to that of Fe(III).
Among all the materials, Fe0@CS-550 displayed the best
performance in the activation of PMS for phenol degradation. It
achieved complete phenol removal within 15 min.
In the reaction of HR-Fe0 with PMS, it was found that Fe

powders were completely dissolved during the reaction. It was
interesting to evaluate the reusability of Fe0@CS-550 as well as
its stability. It was found that the activity rapidly decreased after
second and third runs, providing 31.7% and 13.4% phenol
removal, respectively (see Figure S8 in the Supporting
Information). The reduction in phenol degradation was
possibly due to Fe0 conversion to Fe(II)/Fe(III) in reaction.
The corrosion processes led to decreased amounts of effective
catalyst in the recovered material. Without the support of
carbon spheres, the efficiency after the second run would be
zero, because all of the ZVI was dissolved. Therefore, Fe0@CS-
550 showed a better performance in reusability for potential
application than bare ZVI, because of the remaining activity
after second and third runs. Moreover, after the first run, the
collected reaction solution was fed with phenol and PMS again
at the same concentrations as in the first run, but it only
showed 2% phenol removal, suggesting that dissolved Fe ions
were ineffective for phenol oxidation.
The high activity and the stability of nano-Fe0@CS in the

activation of PMS were due to the nature of ZVI and the
unique structure. ZVI may provide a higher efficiency in
activating PMS than Fe(II), as shown in eq 9:

+ → + +− + −• −Fe 2HSO Fe 2SO 2OH0
5

2
4 (9)

In this case, the concentration of sulfate radicals produced by
ZVI are 3 times higher than that of Fe(II) per mole. This is the
reason why ZVI shows a higher activity than Fe ions and oxides.
The mechanism of higher activity of nano-Fe0@CS than
unsupported ZVI would be ascribed to the porous structure of
carbon spheres and the core/shell structure of Fe@carbon.
First, the encapsulation of carbon would play a significant role
in the controllable release of Fe(II) ions. Second, the porous
structure and the large SBET value would attract phenol
molecules from the homogeneous solution to the surface of
carbon spheres. Therefore, the SO4

• produced would prefer
to oxidize phenol, rather than be quenched by Fe(II). The
carbon shell would also prevent the fast corrosion of iron as
bare nano ZVI.

4. CONCLUSION
Nanoscaled zerovalent iron (ZVI) encapsulated in carbon
spheres (nano-Fe0@CS) was fabricated using a green chemistry
route. The structure of Fe0@CS consisted of carbon spheres
(6−8 μm) composed of fine carbon particles (50−200 nm)
encapsulating nanosized ZVI (5−10 nm). The iron/carbon
hybrids annealed at 550 °C showed a porous structure with
high specific surface area and pore volume. The carbon
facilitated a good Fe dispersion by an in situ reduction and
increased the stability of nanoscaled ZVI. Fe0@CS showed an
efficient activity in producing oxidative radicals from PMS, thus
leading to a superior performance in degradation of phenol to
homogeneous iron/PMS and cobalt oxide/PMS. The higher
activity of Fe0@CS was attributed to the nature of ZVI and the
unique structure. The core of the design was to fabricate a
porous structure for attracting substrates, and to controllably
release Fe ions to avoid the quenching of active radicals.
Therefore, nano-Fe0@CS-550 has been demonstrated to be a
promising material for environmental remediation.
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